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INT. BANK - DAY

We open with GUN FIRE!

Two BANK ROBBERS in all black and ski masks duck behind a 
counter.  The gunfire stops.  The two men lift up their ski 
maks to reveal they are--KEVIN HART and SETH ROGAN. 

SETH
What are we gonna do?  We’re 
screwed.

KEVIN
What are we gonna do? You mean what 
are you gonna do! I’m gonna get 
outta here through that air 
conditioning shaft. Your fat ass is 
too big. Why you looking at me like 
that? I do NOT--(REALLY LET KEVIN 
STRETCH HIS LEGS HERE.)

Gun fire resumes and then stops. 

ICE CUBE (O.S.)
Oh so you two think you’re bad, 
huh?

REVEAL ICE CUBE on the other side of the bank holding a 
shotgun.  He’s the no-nonsense cop that’s been chasing SETH 
and KEVIN, whom he calls Tom and Jewry(lol.) 

Note: It’s very important we have Ice snarl a lot and PLEASE 
DO NOT let him wear something that’s form fitting.  He’s 
gotta look tough but we can’t let people know he’s build like 
a Walmart manager or a black Seth Rogan. Please make sure 
he’s wearing a black leather jacket. Oh and maybe one of 
those turtle necks an accomplished jazz musician or asshole 
would wear.

ICE CUBE (CONT’D)
It’s about time we settle this. 
(Looks at gun)
Hell nah! I don’t need no gun--

HAVE ICE CUBE throw his gun down.  

Note: We may need someone on set to show him this technique 
considering there’s no way he has the athletic ability to 
pull this off. Again, loose, leather clothes. 

ICE CUBE runs toward SETH and KEVIN who are still both 
holding guns. ICE CUBE’S dad-jog frightens them so much they 
drop their weapons. 



SETH
I’m a pussy!

KEVIN
(GIRL SCREAMS. Maybe a 
short joke if there’s 
time.)

MELISSA
Somebody say pussy?

REVEAL MELISSA MCCARTHY holding two uzis.  

ICE CUBE 
Oh no, It’s about to get loud in 
here!

Note: Please make sure ICE says something neat here.  It’s 
important for him to say something between 5-10 words that 
lets the audience know the chain is about to be broken off. 
Again, make sure he’s snarling and wearing that fucking 
leather jacket. 

MELISSA
(screaming)

Come get some!

Just as MELISSA starts firing the Uzis we cut to SLOW MOTION 
and a very graphic rap song starts playing. Have you ever 
seen an obese white person do something in slow motion to a 
Jay-Z song?  Because money just starts exploding through my 
mail slot EVERY FUCKING TIME I DO!

ICE CUBE is distracted by the gun fire leaving a small window 
of time for SETH and KEVIN to escape. 

KEVIN
Let’s go! 

KEVIN starts running but realizes SETH is not behind him, he 
turns and sees SETH still crouched behind the counter smoking 
a bowl. (I’m telling you the audience is gonna lose their 
shit here. I mean, what the hell is he doing? Lol.)

KEVIN (CONT’D)
C’mon man! 

SETH
Ahhh! I’m coming! 

Note: Make sure this line is delivered like he’s never acted 
before. 

KEVIN and SETH escape through the back.

ICE CUBE slams his hands. 
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ICE CUBE
Dammit, McCauley! 

MELISSA holds her guns confidently. 

LONG BEAT.

MELISSA 
I gotta get back on my meds!

END 

WE CASH CHECK$ (See what I did with the ‘s’? lol)
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